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Abstract 

Regarding the role of infrastructure in the university and education sector, which is the most important 
factor for securing future competitiveness of a country, timely application from qualified applicants is an 
important factor. Thus, this study is to propose creative value regarding education and certification for 
smart IT sector, which will be a major topic in continuous technology development over the next 10 more 
years, and to bring out ripple effects by policy research regarding education and certification for smart IT 
sector in the software-oriented society. This research on policy regarding education and certification for 
smart IT sector in the software oriented society can be used as a guideline in education and certification for 
smart IT sector at colleges and can be also used for establishing groundwork for completing practical 
education required in smart ICT field at colleges and for cultivating mobile app program developers 
required by enterprises. 
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1. Introduction 

ICBM (IoT - Cloud - Bigdata - Mobile) as a key word in every aspect of our world including society, 
politics, economy, and etc. became a key element for original technology representing various competitive 
advantages. Now infinite competition on ICT industries is starting again. [1] The government also stressed 
that “software technology has become crucial element for determining national competitiveness and growth 
potential” in the National Policy Coordination Meeting, while the relevant authorities including MSIP 
(Ministry of Science, ICT and Future Planning), MOE (Ministry of Education), MOTIE (Ministry of Trade, 
Industry and Energy), and etc. announced proactive cooperation strategy that they can systematically support 
school education on software, establishment of such companies, and even penetration of new market. It was 
to set absolute direction for preparation of measures spreading to companies, societies, and education sites as 
well in order to realistically materialize the policy for software oriented society. As of the year of 2015, 
examples of detailed execution plan are operation of ‘software oriented society portal site’ and online 
software communication site. The drama-documentary called “software power is the answer” will be 
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produced and broadcasted throughout the year to fixate proper social perception for recognition of software 
value while it has not been evaluated for its high value-added element. “Software Code Week” is planned to 
be hosted as well for the spread of ICT where anyone who is interested in software can experience computer 
coding. These policies had already been executed either partially or fully in economically advanced countries 
such as US, Europe, Japan, China, and etc. and proven to accomplish huge success. They became essential 
elements for Korea, which is strong in hardware devices within the smart IT industry, to secure ground for 
the first mover exceeding the past follower in the entire ICT sector. Regarding the role of infrastructure in 
the university and education sector, which is the most important factor for securing future competitiveness of 
a country, timely application from qualified applicants is an important factor. Thus, this study is to propose 
creative value regarding education and certification for smart IT sector, which will be a major topic in 
continuous technology development over the next 10 more years, and to bring out ripple effects by policy 
research regarding education and certification for smart IT sector in the software-oriented society. 

  

2. Related research 
This chapter explains the case study for EU, US, Asia and Oceania software educational policy.  
 

2.1  Case study for EU and US ICT/SW 
 

A reason for which all countries in the world focuses on SW education is that they believe that SW 
education is indispensible to cultivate creative and innovative person of talent like Steve Jobs like founder of 
APPLE. SW education framework of Korea is still in its infancy and therefore it is necessary to study cases 
of foreign countries that takes the lead in SW education. In countries that consider IT education important 
such as USA and European countries, IT related enterprises as well as government and non-profit 
organization participate in SW education voluntarily. [2] 

According to information on USA’s SW coding fever reported by NEW YORK TIMES, about twenty 
thousand (20,000) teachers have introduced coding classes since December 2013 and coding classes are 
given in kindergarten, elementary schools, middle schools and high schools. About thirty school districts in 
major cities such as New York and Chicago agreed to open coding classes. Educational authorities of nine 
states in USA began to recognize computer course that cover software as fundamental class like mathematics 
and science not elective course and plan to designate computer course as a course required for recognition of 
graduation of high school. Policy makers are encouraging coding education actively. It is reported that 
‘computational thinking’ will be included in AP (Advanced Placement) course starting in 2016. It is 
estimated that market led to a change in schools.[3]  

USA is rated as most advanced country in software education. USA shows the way for teachers to teach 
students computer science through ‘K-12 Computer Science Standards’ that Computer Science Teachers 
Association (CSTA) published in 2011.  

K-12 recognizes computer science as a core subject. Reasons for which K-12 recognizes computer science 
as a core subject are as follows. First, computer science is important in terms of knowledge. Second, 
computer science provides various careers to students. Third, computer science provides a way to solve a 
problem. Fourth, computer science helps students understand other fields of science more easily. Fifth, 
computer science allows all students to participate.  

K-12 defines overall curriculum dividing it into three stages which are subdivided into five areas and 
presents detailed standard in each area. 
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‘Computer Science and Me’, first stage selected students ranging from first graders to sixth graders as 
target of education and presents educational contents with two courses according to school year. 

‘Computer Science and Community’, second stage selected students ranging from sixth graders to ninth 
graders as target of education.  

‘Applying Concepts and Creating Real-World Solutions’, third stage selected students ranging from ninth 
graders to twelfth graders as target of education and presents educational contents with three courses. 3B 
subject is optional course and is required to complete 3A course.  

When it comes to 3C, one of the following three areas can be selected. 
First is AP computer science A. This course which was opened (AP, in 2010) for people who want to 

study computer science at technical college or university after graduating from high school emphasizes 
problem-solving, algorithm development and introduction of basic data structure. Only those who complete 
3A of first, second and third stages are eligible to apply for an examination of AP computer science A. 

Second is in-depth project course of a single subject. This course which has various subjects such as web 
development, game programming, graphics, network technology and object-oriented design and coding is 
operated with six month course or one year course. Those who complete course of 1 and 2 stage and some 
courses require completion of 3B course. 

Third is a course on cultivating professional certification related vendors. There are industrial certificate 
courses such as A+ and Quick Security+ in this course. A course on cultivating professional certification 
related vendors is prepared for those who want to get a job immediately after graduating from high school or 
those who graduated from professional school or those who want to enter junior college. [4] 

United Kingdom designated ‘computing’ course that allows students to learn coding and software 
simultaneously as required subject and independent subject group for students aged five to sixteen and plans 
to implement it in elementary schools and secondary schools. United Kingdom presents software curriculum 
for students aged five to sixteen dividing key stage into stage 1, 2, 3 and 4. 

 
2.2  Case study for Asia and Oceania ICT/SW 
 
In Philippines, an interest in SW education is great centering on startup. Hackademy, NGO, organized by 

enterprises located in Davao, Philippines join forces under a single goal of SW education. Hackademy that 
teaches all high school students who live in Davao coding free of charge provides education that enables 
students to get a job in the field of IT immediately after graduation. [5] 

Like Philippines, in Hongkong, an interest in SW education is great. British BBC reported that children 
aged six receive SW education at coding institution after school at the expense of 775 dollars to 1300 dollars 
for twelve weeks. In Asia-Pacific region including Australia and Singapore, SW education such as coding 
education tends to be emphasized. [6] 

In Japan, subject of ‘Information’ was designated as required subject at high school in 2012. In Israel, 
computer science course was introduced into middle school curriculum in 2011. In India, software was 
designated as a required subject at elementary school and secondary school in 2010.[7] 

   
3. Proposed education and certification for smart IT sector 

For embracing software experts in the software-oriented society, the government's “plan for embracing 
software experts in the software-oriented society” were jointly prepared by MOE (Ministry of Education) 
and MSIP (Ministry of Science, ICT and Future Planning) for establishing fundamental framework regarding 
SW education in elementary, middle-school, and colleges, and for innovating college SW education. 
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- Spread of SW education in elementary and middle-schools with full-scale, innovation of college SW 
education reflecting demands from the work-sites, 12 projects in 3 major fields including spread of 
SW oriented culture by cooperation between private and public entities, 

- Upbringing “future oriented creative talents” who are geared up with problem-solving capability 
which creative idea can be turned into SW by SW education on elementary and middle-school 
students until 2020, 

- Improving level of quality of workers by cultivating workers specializing in SW by 2018 and making 
good use of financial support for colleges and operating “SW oriented colleges” in order to meet the 
demands of industry.  

 
3.1  Education for smart IT sector 
 

- Education for smart IT sector, in which one can learn about developing, dealing with logical language, 
and practically applying to business from the fundamental to practical application stage regarding the 
development of mobile applications operable for smart devices. 

- Analysis and standardization concept of the followings: 2 year mandatory course (for freshman, 
sophomore) and 3 mandatory year course (for freshman, sophomore, and junior) in the major 
(department) in related to ICT smart applications for practical work to be educated. 

- Education regarding maximizing capability of smart IT competitiveness with consulting capability on 
relevant sectors and technology to design database by systematically analyzing smart mobile operation 
system, hardware structure, and data. 

- Education on comprehensive planning and analyzing capability to successfully complete mobile 
application development projects in consideration of scope, cost, time, and so forth for planning and 
analyzing management information system to utilize business or daily-life applications available in 
mobile office and application markets. 

- Education on technology and capability to design and develop smart applications 
- Education on upbringing capability to effectively perform actual works by acquiring development 

technology for business or daily-life applications available in mobile office and application markets, 
and to produce them to be utilized for smart devices. in the software-oriented society” were jointly 
prepared by MOE (Ministry of Education) and MSIP 

 
3.2  Certification for smart IT sector 
 

- Qualification set and analysis of certification to be acquired after completion of 2 year and 3 year 
course for majors related to ICT smart applications, information technology, and computer science 

- 1st level: management planning & MIS manager, project manager for mobile applications 
- 2nd level: management support/planning & MIS manager, designer and developer for mobile 

applications 
- 3rd level: Certifying 3rd level qualification for professional office worker, mobile application 

developer and user 
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3.3  Certification outlines  
 

- As qualifications for smart IT sector, qualifications including beginner, intermediate, and advanced 
level to improve the value of education for smart applications in the mobile era 

- As qualifications for smart IT sector and optimized for steam-type education, qualifications appropriate 
for creativity improvement, idea development, and project learning 

- Qualifications for smart IT sector is set by levels of automatic application authoring tools and 
development languages 

- Certifying and acquiring qualification for application authoring tools is possible by short-term training 
- Certifying and acquiring qualification for development language is possible by mid/long-term training 
- Qualifications for smart IT sector is to produce optimized outcomes at actual work places so students 

can relate to embrace professionalism and competency to get hired  
 

4. Policy regarding certification for smart IT sector 
 

4.1  Summary of qualification 
 

- Smart App Master certificate which improves value of SMART education in an era of mobile is 
implemented by an organization specializing in national technical qualification.  

- Smart App Master certificate which is optimized for STEAM type education is suitable for 
improvement of creative ability, development of idea and study of project.  

- As qualification examination is given centering on automated app authoring tool, it is possible to get 
certification through short term education at a level of WORD or EXCEL.  

- Optimized results help students improve expertise and capability of getting a job and participate in app 
related project and competition.  

- Types of qualification : Smart App Master: expert, class 1, class 2 
 
4.2  Criteria for examination (Fields and details of functions for qualification) 
 

Qualification is classified into three grades. 
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Table 1. Fields and details of functions for three classes 

Class Fields and details of functions 

Expert 

Fields of functions: 
- Those who are in charge of management support/management planning and MIS, Those 

who manage mobile app project (PM) 

Details of functions: 
- Those who have an ability to design database by analyzing smart mobile operation 

system, hardware structure and data in a systematic manner and who have an ability to 
maximize profit and competitiveness of enterprise by consulting relevant fields 
- Those who have an ability to plan and analyze management information system 

considering scope, cost and time so that mobile app development project can be completed 
successfully and so that app for business and everyday life which is used in mobile office 
and app market can be used in smart device  

Class 1 

Fields of functions: 
- Those who are in charge of management support/management planning and MIS, Those 

who design and develop mobile app  

Details of functions:  

- Those who have an ability to maximize profit and competitiveness of enterprise by 
understanding fundamental concept of smart mobile operation system, hardware structure 
and database and acquiring skills for designing and developing smart mobile app  

- Those who have an ability to design and develop management information system 
related smart app so that app for business and everyday life which is used in mobile office 
and app market can be used in smart device  

Class 2 

Fields of functions: 
- Clerical workers, Those who produce and use mobile app 

Details of functions:  

- Those who have an ability to perform business effectively by producing app for business 
and everyday life which is used in mobile office and app market via smart device and 
acquiring skill of app authoring tool 
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4.3  Example of practical skill test: daily mini test  
 
 1) Learning objective 

 
  (1) Learn how to organize a menu with function button. 
  (2) Learn principle and implementation of tabview. 
  (3) Learn how to use date entry field, radio button, combo box atom. 
  (4) Learn how to use search window of data inquiry tool. 
 
 2) Completed screen 
 

 
Figure 1. Complete screen for daily mini test  

Figure 1. shows the complete screen for daily mini test.  
 

 

Figure 2. Learning objective for multi function test 

Figure 2. shows learning objective for multi function test.  
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5. Conclusion 
 

This research on policy regarding education and certification for smart IT sector in the software oriented 
society can be used as a guideline in education and certification for smart IT sector at colleges and can be 
also used for establishing groundwork for completing practical education required in smart ICT field at 
colleges and for cultivating mobile app program developers required by enterprises. We can also share 
information about three things. The first, share information about policy on smart IT education and operation 
of smart IT education in curriculum in 2016 onward, the second, share establishment of way of smart IT 
education in 2016 onward, the third, share information about smart IT certification in 2016 onward  
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